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Gravitational Physics Program

• Research related to gravitational waves
• Experiments to test gravitational theories
• Experiments to test particle physics and string
theory via equivalence principle violations and
deviations from 1/r2

• Theoretical research in classical and quantum
gravity

Beverly Berger, Program Director, Gravitational Physics
Tom Lucatorto, Program Director, LIGO
Joe Dehmer, Division Director, Physics



Budget FY  2004

Gravitational waves are predicted by Einstein’s General Theory of
Relativity.  To date there has been no direct observation of
gravitational waves.  LIGO is designed to accomplish this and then to
use gravitational waves to explore the most exotic structures in the
universe.  The technique used by LIGO to achieve this goal will be
described by the LIGO Deputy Director and Construction Project
Manager, Dr. Gary Sanders in the following talk.

Gravitational waves are predicted by Einstein’s General Theory of
Relativity.  To date there has been no direct observation of
gravitational waves.  LIGO is designed to accomplish this and then to
use gravitational waves to explore the most exotic structures in the
universe.  The technique used by LIGO to achieve this goal will be
described by the LIGO Deputy Director and Construction Project
Manager, Dr. Gary Sanders in the following talk.

A $300M construction project requiring development of new
technologies to meet a design sensitivity several orders of
magnitude better than any yet achieved.  MRE account
created to protect single and few investigator research
programs from being squeezed out of existence by the
requirements of the  much larger LIGO program.

A $300M construction project requiring development of new
technologies to meet a design sensitivity several orders of
magnitude better than any yet achieved.  MRE account
created to protect single and few investigator research
programs from being squeezed out of existence by the
requirements of the  much larger LIGO program.

NSF MPS PHY Gravity

FY2003 5369 1041 224.5 44.47

FY2004 5652 1092 227.7 44.00
Δ 5.3% 4.9% 1.4% –1.0%

($M)



Gravity in Detail for FY 2004
I will illustrate the oversight issues that have required
attention over the years, and the procedures that
were devloped to address them by referring to a few
of the to the items included in this brief history of
LIGO.   Even this “brief history” fills several slides
and I don’t expect that you will be able to absorb it all
as they flash by, but if you are interested we can
supply copies.
In compiling this history, I have used the Lifecycle of
Large Facility Projects (LLFP) presented in the NSF’s
new Large Facility Projects Management and
Oversight Plan on which to map the equivalent
stages in the development of LIGO.  So on each of
the brief history slides the black letters are my
description of the LIGO development and the blue
letters refer to the LLFP stages.
My purpose in doing this is to demonstrate that the
new Facility Management Plan is mostly based on a
model that was developed by NSF staff and has
been used successfully for a long time.
There were reviews conducted by various panels
during these early and these led to  NSFauthorization
for the MIT and Caltech scientists to appoint a project
director.

I will illustrate the oversight issues that have required
attention over the years, and the procedures that
were devloped to address them by referring to a few
of the to the items included in this brief history of
LIGO.   Even this “brief history” fills several slides
and I don’t expect that you will be able to absorb it all
as they flash by, but if you are interested we can
supply copies.
In compiling this history, I have used the Lifecycle of
Large Facility Projects (LLFP) presented in the NSF’s
new Large Facility Projects Management and
Oversight Plan on which to map the equivalent
stages in the development of LIGO.  So on each of
the brief history slides the black letters are my
description of the LIGO development and the blue
letters refer to the LLFP stages.
My purpose in doing this is to demonstrate that the
new Facility Management Plan is mostly based on a
model that was developed by NSF staff and has
been used successfully for a long time.
There were reviews conducted by various panels
during these early and these led to  NSFauthorization
for the MIT and Caltech scientists to appoint a project
director.

($M)

Gravity LIGO Lab LSC + Other

FY2003 44.47 33.00 11.47

FY2004 44.00 33.00 11.00
Δ –1.0% 0% – 4.1%



Budget FY 2005
I will illustrate the oversight issues that have required
attention over the years, and the procedures that
were devloped to address them by referring to a few
of the to the items included in this brief history of
LIGO.   Even this “brief history” fills several slides
and I don’t expect that you will be able to absorb it all
as they flash by, but if you are interested we can
supply copies.
In compiling this history, I have used the Lifecycle of
Large Facility Projects (LLFP) presented in the NSF’s
new Large Facility Projects Management and
Oversight Plan on which to map the equivalent
stages in the development of LIGO.  So on each of
the brief history slides the black letters are my
description of the LIGO development and the blue
letters refer to the LLFP stages.
My purpose in doing this is to demonstrate that the
new Facility Management Plan is mostly based on a
model that was developed by NSF staff and has
been used successfully for a long time.
There were reviews conducted by various panels
during these early and these led to  NSFauthorization
for the MIT and Caltech scientists to appoint a project
director.

I will illustrate the oversight issues that have required
attention over the years, and the procedures that
were devloped to address them by referring to a few
of the to the items included in this brief history of
LIGO.   Even this “brief history” fills several slides
and I don’t expect that you will be able to absorb it all
as they flash by, but if you are interested we can
supply copies.
In compiling this history, I have used the Lifecycle of
Large Facility Projects (LLFP) presented in the NSF’s
new Large Facility Projects Management and
Oversight Plan on which to map the equivalent
stages in the development of LIGO.  So on each of
the brief history slides the black letters are my
description of the LIGO development and the blue
letters refer to the LLFP stages.
My purpose in doing this is to demonstrate that the
new Facility Management Plan is mostly based on a
model that was developed by NSF staff and has
been used successfully for a long time.
There were reviews conducted by various panels
during these early and these led to  NSFauthorization
for the MIT and Caltech scientists to appoint a project
director.

($M)

NSF MPS PHY Gravity

FY2004 5652 1092 227.7 44.00

FY2005 5473 1070 224.9 42.96
Δ –3.2% –2.0% –1.2% –2.4%



Gravity in Detail for FY 2005
I will illustrate the oversight issues that have required
attention over the years, and the procedures that
were devloped to address them by referring to a few
of the to the items included in this brief history of
LIGO.   Even this “brief history” fills several slides
and I don’t expect that you will be able to absorb it all
as they flash by, but if you are interested we can
supply copies.
In compiling this history, I have used the Lifecycle of
Large Facility Projects (LLFP) presented in the NSF’s
new Large Facility Projects Management and
Oversight Plan on which to map the equivalent
stages in the development of LIGO.  So on each of
the brief history slides the black letters are my
description of the LIGO development and the blue
letters refer to the LLFP stages.
My purpose in doing this is to demonstrate that the
new Facility Management Plan is mostly based on a
model that was developed by NSF staff and has
been used successfully for a long time.
There were reviews conducted by various panels
during these early and these led to  NSFauthorization
for the MIT and Caltech scientists to appoint a project
director.

I will illustrate the oversight issues that have required
attention over the years, and the procedures that
were devloped to address them by referring to a few
of the to the items included in this brief history of
LIGO.   Even this “brief history” fills several slides
and I don’t expect that you will be able to absorb it all
as they flash by, but if you are interested we can
supply copies.
In compiling this history, I have used the Lifecycle of
Large Facility Projects (LLFP) presented in the NSF’s
new Large Facility Projects Management and
Oversight Plan on which to map the equivalent
stages in the development of LIGO.  So on each of
the brief history slides the black letters are my
description of the LIGO development and the blue
letters refer to the LLFP stages.
My purpose in doing this is to demonstrate that the
new Facility Management Plan is mostly based on a
model that was developed by NSF staff and has
been used successfully for a long time.
There were reviews conducted by various panels
during these early and these led to  NSFauthorization
for the MIT and Caltech scientists to appoint a project
director.

($M)

Gravity LIGO Lab LSC + Other

FY2004 44.00 33.00 11.00

FY2005 42.96 32.00 10.96
Δ –2.4% –3.0% – 0.4%



President’s Request FY 2006
I will illustrate the oversight issues that have required
attention over the years, and the procedures that
were devloped to address them by referring to a few
of the to the items included in this brief history of
LIGO.   Even this “brief history” fills several slides
and I don’t expect that you will be able to absorb it all
as they flash by, but if you are interested we can
supply copies.
In compiling this history, I have used the Lifecycle of
Large Facility Projects (LLFP) presented in the NSF’s
new Large Facility Projects Management and
Oversight Plan on which to map the equivalent
stages in the development of LIGO.  So on each of
the brief history slides the black letters are my
description of the LIGO development and the blue
letters refer to the LLFP stages.
My purpose in doing this is to demonstrate that the
new Facility Management Plan is mostly based on a
model that was developed by NSF staff and has
been used successfully for a long time.
There were reviews conducted by various panels
during these early and these led to  NSFauthorization
for the MIT and Caltech scientists to appoint a project
director.

I will illustrate the oversight issues that have required
attention over the years, and the procedures that
were devloped to address them by referring to a few
of the to the items included in this brief history of
LIGO.   Even this “brief history” fills several slides
and I don’t expect that you will be able to absorb it all
as they flash by, but if you are interested we can
supply copies.
In compiling this history, I have used the Lifecycle of
Large Facility Projects (LLFP) presented in the NSF’s
new Large Facility Projects Management and
Oversight Plan on which to map the equivalent
stages in the development of LIGO.  So on each of
the brief history slides the black letters are my
description of the LIGO development and the blue
letters refer to the LLFP stages.
My purpose in doing this is to demonstrate that the
new Facility Management Plan is mostly based on a
model that was developed by NSF staff and has
been used successfully for a long time.
There were reviews conducted by various panels
during these early and these led to  NSFauthorization
for the MIT and Caltech scientists to appoint a project
director.

• For the latest information see NSF Office of Legislative and
Public Affairs: http://www.nsf.gov/about/congress/index.jsp
and AIP Science Policy News: http://www.aip.org/fyi/ .

• HR 4664 passed in FY03 authorizes much larger increases.

($M)

NSF MPS PHY LIGO

FY2005 5473 1070 224.9 32.00

FY2006 5605 1086 230.1 32.00
Δ 2.4% 1.5% 2.3% 0%



Growth of the program
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Physics of the Universe

Gravity priorities:
    Advanced LIGO
    GW source simulation

Implementation:
     POU funds in FY 05 Request and
  to extent possible in FY 05 actual.
      POU funds in FY 06 Request.

http://www.ostp.gov/html/physicsoftheuniverse2.pdf



Advanced LIGO

The Board concurred that planning for Advanced LIGO is 
sufficiently advanced and the intellectual value of the project 
sufficiently well demonstrated to justify consideration by the
Acting Director and the National Science Board for funding 
in FY 2007 or a future NSF budget request. The Board approved
the resolution with the understanding that the existing LIGO
Program will collect at least a year’s data of coincident operations
at the science goal sensitivity before initiating facility upgrades to
the new Advanced LIGO technology.

National Science Board Resolution:



Advanced LIGO

NSF is requesting no new starts in FY 2006.

Two new starts are requested in FY 2007, and one new start is
requested in FY 2008. In priority order, these are: Ocean
Observatories in FY 2007; the Alaska Region Research Vessel in
FY 2007; Advanced LIGO in FY 2008. 2

2…AdvLIGO received NSB approval for inclusion in a future Budget Request in
October 2004 … and is yet unranked.

President’s FY 2006 Budget Request:



Advice

*LIGO Lab review of submitted proposals helps provide information.

• In a growing field with flat or declining Gravity Program
budgets, only “high priority” proposals have a good
chance for support.

• Highest priorities are LIGO / AdvLIGO critical path*
and/or very important, innovative research in any area of
gravitational physics.

• Other priorities are relevance to LIGO*, important
gravitational physics, broadening participation, and
unusual educational or outreach broad impact.



• ITR program is over.  Ongoing discussions related to
possible future Computer Infrastructure program.  Check the
CISE web site http://www.nsf.gov/dir/index.jsp?org=CISE

       for possible funding opportunities.
• Physics Division had started program in Physics at the

Information Frontier. This program will probably accept
proposals next fall. Check for Physics Division “Dear
Colleague Letter.”

• International Division has become the Office of International
Science and Engineering (OISE).

       Check http://www.nsf.gov/div/index.jsp?div=OISE for
possible funding opportunities.

Other programs 


